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Performing the Pioneer
THE KOLBS, THE GRAND CANYON, AND PHOTOGRAPHIC
SELF-REPRESENTATION

Rachel Sailor

I

mages by photographers Emery C. and Ellsworth L. Kolb provide visual
records of the Grand Canyon, a site of national importance in the early
twentieth century. Photographs of canyon landscapes and tourist hordes
taken from 1903 to the 1970S document the astounding growth of tourism in
the West. While highlighting their visual record of this history, scholarship

on the brothers typically focuses on their romantic struggle as professional
photographers in and around the canyon and on the Kolbs as individualistic, rugged western characters-perhaps because they were indeed extraordinarily adventurous artists. l However, in a group of their photographs and
most notably in their film, Kolb Brothers Grand Canyon Film Show (1911),
the Kolbs use not tourists, but themselves as the principal characters. These
images reflect more than simply their careers and lives at the canyon; they
demonstrate the brothers' strategic self-promotion that sought consciously
to enhance their reputation as western adventurers.

Rachel Sailor is an assistant professor of art history at the University ofTexas at Tyler. Her area
of specialization is nineteenth-century photography of the American West.
Special thanks to Durwood Ball, Hannah Wolberg, Noah Miles, and Jill Blondin for their careful reading and help with this essay. Thanks also to Bee Valvo, Jess Vogelsgang, and Richard
Quartaroli from the Special Collections Department at Northern Arizona University, Kathy
Hodson of the Special Collections Department at the University ofIowa, George Miles from
the Beinecke Library at Yale University, and Ray Sikes from the University of Texas at Tyler for
their help with the illustrations printed in this article.
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Ellsworth's arrival at the Grand Canyon in 1903 (just two years after the
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway) marked the beginning of a long
career full of extraordinary escapades. At the canyon, he met entrepreneur
Ralph Cameron who convinced him of the lucrative commercial opportunities at the site (ill. 1).2 Soon afterward Emery joined his brother, bringing
the skills of a burgeoning photographer, and together they began a business
taking pictures of tourists. From 1903 until his death in 1976, Emery operated a working studio, situated on the south rim of the canyon and strategically located at the head of Bright Angel Trail (ill. 2). The staple of this
business was trail photography (ills. 3,4). As trains of burro-riding tourists
descended to the Colorado River, Emery would stop them to take their
portraits, run down to the water supply at Indian Garden (three and a half
miles below the rim), develop the negatives, and then run back up to the
rim, where he made prints to sell by the time the group returned. 3 Although
trail photographs supplied the brothers with a modest steady income, their
most significant commercial endeavor was the film production of their riverrunning adventure on the Green and Colorado rivers that they undertook

ILL. l.KOLB BROTHERS, KOLB BROTHERS' STUDIO AND THE CAMERON HOTEL, 1903
(Photograph courtesy Northern Arizona University, Cline Library, Special
Collections and Archives, Emery Kolb Collection, NAU.MS.I97)
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in 1911. The Kolb brothers' film
quickly became a primary attraction for tourists who visited their
Bright Angel studio and is one
ofthe crowning achievements of
their career at the canyon.
The Kolbs' intermittent journey down the Green River to the
Colorado, through the Grand
Canyon, and eventually to the
Gulf of California took two years
to film (map 1). Because the river
trip was as much a tale about
their courage and audacity as it
was about the canyon scenery, it
has become the brothers' most
enduring story. They likely began toying with the idea of a river
trip soon after their arrival at the
canyon and solicited the advice
of Charles Russell. Among other
things, Russell was an Arizona
miner already familiar with the
ILL. 2. KOLB BROTHERS, KOLB STUDIO, CA.
Colorado River as a source for
19 26
sport and adventure. On 17 May
(Photograph courtesy Northern Arizona
19°8, he wrote to the Kolbs: "I
University, Cline Library, Special
should be greatly interested in Collections and Archives, Emery Kolb
such a trip as you contemplate, Collection, NAU.MS.197)
and should you succeed you
would be the first parties to secure a continuous series of good photographs
of the canyon. 1 should like very much to talk the matter over with you as 1
think I could give you some valuable pointers that would be worth your
while." Russell's postscript asked: "Say why don't you try to work up a scheme
among some of the tourists this summer to take the trip down the canyon
many would like to do it, and you might get some wealthy fellow to put up
the expenses for a party. If it was arranged right I might be induced to go
through again."4 The Kolbs, however, chose neither to invite Russell nor to
make the trip available to tourists. Instead, along with their decision to film
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the river adventure, they decided to feature themselves as the principal protagonists and create a product that could be sold through travel lectures,
written accounts, and repeated screenings in their studio.
In their film, the Kolbs tactically utilized the underlying self-promotional narrative already expressed in many of their previous photographs.
For example in 1904 they produced an image titled View Hunters that
shows Emery dangling in a rope harness with a cumbersome looking camera while Ellsworth, standing astride a narrow gap, supports him from
above (ill. 5). The vertical framing device of the narrow space between
the two precipices provides a stunning counterpart to the equally dramatic
view across the canyon. The Grand Canyon is the effectively utilized backdrop, with a horizon line splitting the image in half and highlighting each
brother against a void of
canyon and sky. The photo,
more than just a representation of the Kolbs' audacity,
is a fascinating image. While
the photograph shrewdly
communicates a compelling
narrative of bravery and industry, the image is an odd
conflation of subject and
object. The identity of the
photographer is unclear as
the brothers are in the image. Are the brothers really
working, or are they just
posing? Why did they have
these pictures ofthemselves,
and what was the purpose of
such self-reflective pursuits?
These questions must be
asked about a number of
ILL. 3. KOLB BROTHERS, THE DEVIL'S CORKSCREW
their photographs that simiON THE BRIGHT ANGEL TRAIL, CA. 1914
larly highlight themselves as
(Photograph courtesy Northern Arizona
subjects-as
well as about
University, Cline Library, Special Collections
the film of their Colorado
and Archives, Emery Kolb Collection,
River trip.
NAU.MS.197)
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4. KOLB BROTHERS, ROOSEVELT ON THE TRAIL, 1911

(Photograph courtesy Northern Arizona University, Cline Library,
Special Collections and Archives, Emery Kolb Collection,
NAU.MS.197)

The Kolbs repeatedly sold View Hunters as postcards and as part of a
souvenir album of the Grand Canyon. They carefully constructed the picture to show themselves working in a hazardous-looking situation - one that
(not accidentally) displays their dedication and mettle as "view hunters."
The brothers gambled that travelers to the region would remember them as
the daring duo who would go to great lengths to capture sensational views,
and they hoped that photographs of themselves in the canyon would make
their way across the United States in some form (ill. 6).1 By distributing
these photographs and others like it, the brothers were essentially displaying
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MAP 1. MAP OF THE KOLB BROTHERS' RIVER TRIP

(Map appears in Ellsworth L. Kolb, Through the Grand Canyon from
Wyoming to Mexico [New York: The Macmillan Company, 1920], map
courtesy Northern Arizona University, Cline Library, Special
Collections and Archives)
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KOLB BROTHERS,

VIEW HUNTERS, 1908

(P hotograph courtesy
Northern Arizona
University, Cline Library,
Special Collections and
Archives, Emery Kolb
Collection, NAU.MS.197)

themselves as a Grand Canyon tourist attraction. 6 This
savvy promotional tactic would
comprise their core strategy for
garnering customers for decades. A handful of images,
such as View Hunters, testify
not only to the brothers' selfpromotional tendencies but to
their sustained desire to create a narrative about their lives
in the canyon. One image
shows Emery with a tripod
perched precariously on the
almost vertical slope of the canyon wall (ill. 7). He poses as if in the process of
taking a picture, while Ellsworth (presumably) photographs him from below.

ILL.

6.

KOLB

BROTHERS, THE
GRAND CANYON OF
ARIZONA,

1913

(Photograph
courtesy Yale
University,
Beinecke Rare Book
and Manuscript
Library, Western
Americana
Collection, Grand
Canyon Souvenir
Album)
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In yet another image Emery dangles from a rope as he passes from a tree in
pursuit of a view ofCheyava Falls (ilL 8). Although he is without a camera,
Emery is emphatically portrayed as a vital and daring character. Still other
images highlight the adventure and risks of photographing such a sublime
place (ills. 9-11).
Many scholars have convincingly argued that the early twentieth-century American public craved an authentic experience ofthe American West,
which the public imagined died with the frontier? Correspondingly, the
early 35mm film that the Kolbs
took of their river trip was more
than a simple novelty of the
modern age in the early years
of motion-picture technology; it
was their most successful tourist commodity. Not only did the
film allow the American public
to experience the Grand Canyon as never before, but it also
allowed them to participate as an
audience in the adventure of
true westerners. For the Kolbs,
the adventure was real, but it was
also a self-conscious attempt on
their part to mediate the experience for tourists. They were
packaging the dangerous river
run as they were living it, creatingthe ultimate memento-one
that people would pay to see, but
ILL. 7. KOLB BROTHERS, EMERY IN THE
could not physically take with
CANYON, CA. 1903
them. The film offered tourists
(Photograph courtesy Northern Arizona
a vicarious experience of the
University, Cline Library, Special
brothers' genuine adventure
Collections and Archives, Emery Kolb
through
the depths of the vast
Collection, NAU.MS.197)
and awesome Grand Canyon.
To be sure, the Kolbs' long-term residency at the canyon, as portrayed in
photography and film, inspired their audience to contemplate the brothers'
exploits and existence as exhilarating and pioneering.
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On 8 September 1911, Emery and
Ellsworth pushed off from a riverbank
near Green River, Wyoming, to begin
their historic journey. The brothers, with
their meticulously designed boats, faced
the notoriously difficult rapids of Ladore
Canyon and the numerous other canyons
that make up the Green and Colorado
rivers. They toiled to complete their task
through low and high water, sickness and
injury, and temperatures fluctuating from
scorching heat to sub-zero cold. Besides
the difficulty of the trip, the brothers were
encumbered with delicate motion-picture equipment. Echoing similar complaints of so many western photographers,
Ellsworth later recalled:

In addition to three film cameras we
had 8 x 10 and 5 x 7 plate cameras; a
ILL. 8. KOLB BROTHERS, EMERY
plentiful supply of plates and films; a HANGING FROM ROPE, 1930
large cloth dark-room; and whatever
(Photograph courtesy Northern
chemicals we should need for tests.
Arizona University, Cline Library,
Most important of all, we had
Special Collections and Archives,
Emery Kolb Collection,
brought a motion-picture camera.
NAU.MS.197)
We had no real assurance that so
delicate an apparatus, always difficult
to use and regulate, could even survive the iourney-much less, in
such inexperienced hands as ours, reproduce its wonders. But this,
nevertheless, was our secret hope, hardly admitted to our most intimate
friends-that we could bring out a record of the Colorado as it is, a live
thing, armed as it were with teeth, ready to crush and devour. s
More than once, it seemed, the brothers' filming and photographic efforts
were crushed, devoured, or dashed by sand and water that invaded their
camera. Like the generation of photographers before them, the Kolbs sometimes lost their work to travel mishaps or equipment glitches.
Emery and Ellsworth pieced together the surviving river sequences to
provide a visual narrative of their trip. The first sequence was shot from the

Top

LEFT:

ILL.

9.

KOLB BROTHERS, A LEAP

IN THE INTEREST OF ART

(Photograph courtesy Northern Arizona
University, Cline Library, Special
Collections and Archives, Emery Kolb
Collection, NAU.MS.197)

RIGHT:

ILL. 10. KOLB

BROTHERS, LOOKING ACROSS
THE COLORADO RIVER FROM
THE MOUTH OF HAVASU CANYON:
CATARACT CREEK, CA. 1914

(Photograph courtesy Northern
Arizona University, Cline
Library, Special Collections
and Archives, Emery Kolb
Collection, NAU.MS.197)

BOTTOM LEFT:

ILL. 11. KOLB BROTHERS, A

SERIES OF LADDERS PLACED BY MINERS, CA.
19 1 4

(Photograph courtesy Northern Arizona
University, Cline Library, Special
Collections and Archives, Emery Kolb
Collection, NAU.MS.197)
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boat as the Kolbs' journey began: "Something of a crowd had gathered on
the bridge to wish us bon voyage. Shouting up to them our thanks for their
hospitality and telling them to 'look pleasant: we focused the motionpicture camera on them, Emery turning the crank, as the boat swung out
into the current (ill. 12)."9 Their film clips oscillate between footage from
their own point of view, sequences that show either one or both brothers
battling fierce rapids, and shots taken from the riverbanks when the canyons allowed (ill. 13):
We were convinced that a third man was needed; if not for the duties
of camp making, helping with the cooking and portaging; at least, for
turning the crank of the motion-picture camera. Emery and I could
not very well be running rapids, and photographing ourselves in the

ILL. 12. KOLB BROTHERS, GREEN RIVER SEND OFF, 9 SEPTEMBER 19"

(Photograph courtesy Northern Arizona University, Cline Library,
Special Collections and Archives, Emery Kolb Collection,

NAU.MS.197)
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rapids at the same time. Without a capable assistant, therefore, much
of the real purpose would be defeated. 1O
Much in the same way as they staged their picture in View Hunters, the film
captured their dramatic western exploits as cinematographers. The real
purpose, it seems, was not simply to film the rivers and canyons, but rather
to document their experience as western adventurers and photographers
and their heroic attempts to make the film.
Although they met trials of terrain and environmental conditions on the
Colorado River, the Kolbs also faced formidable challenges outside the canyon. For instance they initially encountered difficulty acquiring the necessary
equipment when they approached the Edison Manufacturing Company to
buy a camera. As the main purveyor of film in 1910, the company had no
desire to equip potential competition and rebuffed the Kolbs' inquiries.
The company offered to
sell film projectors to the
brothers but refused to sell
them a camera, claiming
that doing so was illegal.
Instead, the company referred them to the Motion
Picture Patents Company
(MPPC) in New York City.1I
The Edison Manufacturing
Company also withheld information concerning the
ILL. 13. KOLB BROTHERS, THE HERMIT CREEK
development of the film. 12
RAPID, IN THE GRANITE GORGE, CA. 1911
The brothers finally tracked
(Photograph courtesy Northern Arizona
down two used motionUniversity, Cline Library, Special Collections
picture cameras for sale by
and Archives, Emery Kolb Collection,
Frederick I. Monsen, a
NAU.MS.197)
Chautauqua Institution lecturer and member of the Salmagundi Club in New York-a venerable exhibition organization for American artists that was founded in 1871.13 Of the two
cameras, the brothers bought the larger Pathe camera, an unwieldy machine
that came with a magazine capable of housing three hundred feet of strip
negative. Monsen sold the $4°° camera to the Kolbs for $250 and suggested
they contact the Eastman Kodak Company's expert on motion photography.14
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In 1910 the major cinematic medium was the nickelodeon movie, which
was shown in small, neighborhood theaters. Five years later, however, large
theater houses became more common, as did longer silent films with increasingly complex narratives. In 1915 Vanity Fair, a popular magazine devoted to fashion, art, and theater, reported the rapid success of the industry:
Most of us accept the movies. We never stop to consider that ten years
ago such a thing as a theatre devoted to moving pictures exclusively
was unknown to us in America. It makes little enough impression
upon us when we are told that the manufacture and exhibition of
motion pictures has so grown in scope and magnitude that it is now
said to be sixth in importance of all of our industriesY
On the surface, the Kolbs' film seems to resemble an earlier genre generally referred to as actualite, which highlighted real action instead of staged
drama, but-their self-conscious desire to capture specific scenes gives the
film a produced quality. The Kolbs, for instance, chose river rapids that
were visually dramatic but not physically dangerous and filmed" each other,
alternately, as the boats made the plunge over the steep descent."16 They
also tried their hand at staging some "movie-drama" about a horse thief, a
sheriff, and a prospector. In the end, a mishap with the film consigned their
performance to "kindling."I? Ultimately, at the journey's end, their product
was a series of film clips and still photographs, which they pieced together
to convey their river-running experiences.
The brothers likely intended to couple their cobbled film with lectures
describing their adventure from the very beginning. The illustrated lecture
was Emery's domain, and his initial tour ran for a few years beginning in
1912, with presentations in Flagstaff, Arizona, Los Angeles, and at the National Geographic Society in Washington, D.C., and the Geographic Society of Philadelphia. ls At the Carnegie Music Hall in Pittsburgh, the event
attracted a record-breaking seventeen hundred people the first night. Eventually, the brothers built a small lecture hall onto their BrightAngel studio,
where Emery presented the film twice daily for decades (ill. 14).19 Many
travel lecturers never experienced the places on which they spoke, so Emery's
presentation was especially compelling. He was the journey's hero and appeared in the slides and film clips that he showed. 20
The illustrated slide lecture had grown increasingly common in the
decades after the Civil War. By the

1910S

it was a routine, if not slightly
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ILL. 14. KOLB BROTHERS, KOLB AUDITORIUM

(Photograph courtesy Northern Arizona University, Cline Library,
Special Collections and Archives, Emery Kolb Collection,
NAU.MS.197)

old-fashioned, presentation technique. The use of motion pictures in an
illustrated lecture was first introduced to wide acclaim in the 189os. A decade later, "moving picture machines" were marketed as an opportunity to
"make BIG MONEY entertaining the public" (ill. 15). In fact the "travel
lecture" was a particularly popular form that appealed to upper-class audiences because of its educational and culturally enriching qualities; audiences could better themselves and be entertained at the same time. 21 Many
traveling lecturers featured foreign and exotic countries, while others focused on Native American cultures and the American West. Although most
illustrated travel lectures "promulgated an ethnocentric belief in Western
cultural superiority," they also promoted and confirmed popular notions
about western America: it was empty or wild; the Indians were vanishing,
assimilating, or docile; and it was an appropriate tourist commodity.22 Emery's
ILL. 15. "MOVING PICTURE
MACHINES"

(Cosmopolitan, April

1901, p. 714)
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lecture similarly encouraged his audience to revere the western man and to
find ideal American characteristics in his and his brother's accomplishments.
The Kolbs' lengthy article about their river trip, published in the August
1914 issue of National Geographic Magazine, was as impressive as Emery's
tour designed to tap into the lucrative lecture circuitY Although the introduction claims that "their primary object has been to obtain a complete
photographic record of the unequaled scenic wonders of the Southwest for
the enjoyment and instruction of the millions ofAmericans who are unable
to visit them," the article in fact recounts their personal experiences in the
canyon. Their first sentence modestly downplays their own heroics, while
calling attention to their personal story as the narrative arc of their work:
Ours was no triumphal entry as we toiled our weary way through the
little village of Havasupai Indians, in the bottom of Havasu, or
Cataract Canyon, 50 miles west of the Bright Angel trail, in the Grand
Canyon, one of us astride a mule as weary as ourselves, the other
walking, while one of our two pack-burros, with his precious load of
cameras and dry plates, stampeded down the road, trying to shake off
some yelping curs that were following at his heels. 24
The Kolbs' article highlights the difficulty and danger of their effort and
underscores the similarity to their earlier western adventures.

The Book
Along with the enthusiastic response to Emery's illustrated lecture, Ellsworth
also received acclaim for his travelogue, Through the Grand Canyon from
Wyoming to Mexico (1914). The book was first published by Macmillan and
opened with a foreword by noted novelist Owen Wister. The book gave a
lengthier version of the river trip than did Emery's lecture and was a popular
Grand Canyon memento that the brothers offered for sale with their photographs and souvenir albums at their shop. A book reviewer for The Dial magazine reported that Ellsworth and Emery had a "long and intimate familiarity
with the region" and that "an abundant stock of health and strength and courage, and an unsinkable boat ... seem to have constituted the adventurers'
most important equipment."25 A review in the literary magazine The Bookman
suggested similar interest in the Kolbs as the dramatic protagonists: "Simple
and truthful, they say they have tried to make the story of the long tussle. Even
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if its veracity were not of that spontaneous and engaging sort which seems the
natural voice of the modern explorer ... the text is full of the joy of fight. It
was a hand-to-hand grapple in the turmoil of waters."26
Like the reviewers who wrote in the florid language of the times, Wister
also chose a romantic approach, a "spontaneous and engaging sort" of writing, for his foreword to Through the Grand Canyon from Wyoming to Mexico:
This place exerts a magnetic spell. The sky is there above it, but not of
it. Its being is apart; its climate; its light; its own. The beams of the sun
come into it like visitors. Its own winds blow through it, not those of
outside, where we live. The River streams down its mysterious reaches,
hurrying ceaselessly; sometimes a smooth sliding lap, sometimes a
falling, broken wilderness of billows and whirlpools. Above stand its
walls, rising through space upon space of silence. They glow, they
gloom, they shine. Bend after bend they reveal themselves, endlessly
new in endlessly changing veils of colour. A swimming and jewelled
blue predominates, as of sapphires being melted and spun into skeins
of shifting cobweb. Bend after bend this trance of beauty and awe goes
on, terrible as the Day of Judgment, sublime as the Psalms of David.
Five thousand feet below the opens and barrens of Arizona, this
canyon seems like an avenue conducting to the secret of the universe
and the presence of the gods. 27
Unlike the tangible and pragmatic method that Ellsworth utilized, Wister's
descriptive language was widely popular with authors who wrote about western landscapes. The biblical references and metaphors linked the "sublime"
experience of the river and the canyon to the cultural and religious heritage
of Euroamericans. Likewise, his description of the Kolbs conjured a heroism
and pluckiness consistent with the prototypical nineteenth-century western
man celebrated in early twentieth-century popular culture. 28 Wister exclaims
in the foreword:
Whether it deal with the climbing of dangerous peaks, or the descent
(as here) of some fourteen hundred miles of water both mysterious and
ferocious, the well-told tale of a perilous journey, planned with head
and carried through with dauntless persistence, always holds the
attention of its readers and gives them many a thrill. This tale is very
well told. Though it is the third of its kind, it differs from its
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predecessors more than enough to hold its own: no previous explorers
have attempted to take moving pictures of the Colorado River with
themselves weltering in its foam. 29
Wister instead should have stated that "no previous explorers have attempted
to take moving pictures of the. Colorado River" and of "themselves weltering in its foam (ill. 16)." The Kolbs' self-promotional tendencies, however,
went discreetly without comment.
Wister's contribution to Ellsworth's book was significant as he was the
literary authority on the West at the time. He was well known for his highly
successful novel, The Virginian: A Horseman of the Plains (1902), and brought
an aura of romance to the Kolbs' production. His close friendship with
Theodore Roosevelt and illustrator Frederic Remington, both publicly associated with the West, put the Kolbs in elite company as welpa Roosevelt
knew the Kolbs from his own trips to the Grand Canyon, and his "strenuous
life" motto was perfectly suited to the brothers' own feelings about a life of
vigorous activity in the West. In fact Wister's interest in art and his association with Remington likely inspired him to write the foreword to Through

ILL. 16. KOLB BROTHERS, CA. 1911

(Photograph courtesy Northern Arizona University, Cline Library,
Special Collections and Archives, Emery Kolb Collection, NAU.MS.197)
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the Grand Canyon from Wyoming to Mexico. Although Scribner's Magazine
reported in 1892, "Eastern people have formed their conceptions of what the
Far-Western life is like, more from what they have seen in Mr. Remington's
pictures than from any other source," easterners were contending with a
deluge of western imagery in popular and high culture by the 191OS.31 By
obtaining Wister's voice and his approbation for their undertaking, the Kolbs
stood to gain not only his support but that of influential men such as Roosevelt
and Remington. 32 This network of connections undoubtedly enhanced the
brothers' attempts to evoke a wild adventure in their Grand Canyon photographs. For Wister and Roosevelt, on the other hand, the Kolbs were living
examples of the western characters about whom they wrote.
Wister clearly admired the brothers and their exploits. 33 He exulted, "Is
much wonder to be felt that its beckoning enchantment should have drawn
two young men to dwell beside it for many years; to give themselves wholly
to it; to descend and ascend among its buttressed pinnacles; to discover
caves and waterfalls hidden in its labyrinths; to climb, to creep, to hang in
mid-air, in order to learn more and more of it, and at last to gratify wholly
their passion in the great adventure of this journey through it from end to
end?"34 Contrary to Wister's descriptions, the plainspoken Ellsworth declared
the brothers' intention in a more straightforward utilitarian manner in the
first line of the preface: "This is a simple narrative of our recent photographic trip down the Green and Colorado rivers in rowboats." In the first
chapter, Ellsworth declared that he and his brother "were there as scenic
photographers in love with their work."35 Ellsworth's claim that the film's
value lay in its honest depiction of the Colorado River dramatically contrasted with Wister's valorization of the brothers.
The Kolbs' trip, as Wister also noted, was not the first descent of the
Colorado River. 36 Maj. John Wesley Powell's first trip in 1869 lacked pictorial documentation, but subsequent efforts remedied its absence? The Kolbs
were intent on the distinction between their photographic journey and the
previous narratives of Colorado River trips, including Frederick S.
Dellenbaugh's book, A Canyon Voyage: The Narrative ofthe Second Powell

Expedition Down the Green-Colorado River from Wyoming, and the Explorations on Land, in the Years 1871 and 1872 (1908), which provided a narrative of the second Powell expedition and which the Kolbs took with them as
a guide. 38 Ellsworth's book directly addresses the relationship between their
own trip and previous ones: "It is not intended to replace in any way the
books published by others covering a similar journey."39 Reviewers were also
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aware of the lineage: "Major Powell's report of the first exploration of the
stupendous gorge was the pioneer account, in elaborate form, of its wonders; and Mr. F. S. Dellenbaugh afterward described its majesty and romance."40 Instead, the Kolbs were "the first to chronicle a daring attempt to
capture by camera and in moving-picture form the myriad marvels of the
Grand Cafion."41 Likewise, a reviewer for the magazine The Independent
marked the achievement:
The Kolb brothers, it must be said, had a higher object than simply
to show that by wisdom in boat-building, courage and luck, they
could go down the Colorado canyons-namely to photograph the
river with a cinematographic camera, and so be able to exhibit to the
world how these terrible rapids, plunging along a path a mile or so
deep, really looked; and how a boat behaved when it hurled down
among the rocks and rollers. This they accomplished, with surprising
success; and the films they made in such thrilling circumstances as
the book describes may now be seen by audiences a thousand miles
from the wonderful river. 42
Rather than competing with these other adventurers, the Kolbs self-consciously joined their ranks, harking back to an earlier era of heroic frontier
exploration.
Not only did the brothers' photographic activity in the canyon feed a
commercial niche, their athletic camera work similarly satisfied a growing
national interest in physical activity as pursuits of leisure. The notion of
photographing a boat trip down the Colorado River had been on their minds
for years, and the Kolbs were encouraged by public attitudes and desires
concerning the "sporting life" that emerged in the late nineteenth century.
By the 191OS, the passion for sports and other healthful leisure activities had
saturated the cultural life of America. 43 By mid-1915, for example, Vanity Fair
began to run a regular series on recreational activities, such as tennis, automobile touring, and baseball, in a section entitled "Sports Au Plein Air."
Magazines that focused on outdoor recreation, including Outing: An Illustrated Monthly Magazine ofReereation (1885-1906) and Forest and Stream:
A Journal of Outdoor Life (1873-1929), flourished at the time as well.
By making the Colorado River trip, the Kolbs joined the short list of
intrepid men who accomplished the harrowing task. By staging an extreme
river-running adventure for others to experience vicariously, the brothers
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exploited sports and leisure tourism, then a growth industry. At the same
time, they were "living the frontier" by retracing the Powell trip, which had
become an archetype of the dangerous pioneer enterprise, and recording it
in a new medium. The brothers provided proof that those men brave enough
could still have true western experiences. Their shrewd approach distinguished them as reliable interpreters of the canyon by linking geographic
place and personal character. The Kolbs ingeniously connected the Old
West, represented by the canyon journey, to the modern industrial era,
embodied in their motion-picture camera.

Tourism and Photographic Technology
The Atlantic and Pacific rail lines reached the plateau lands south of the
canyon in the mid-188os. By 1901 the south rim was accessible within a day
of the railroad station in Flagstaff, which was an established college town
built originally as a logging center and then grew with the ranching empire
of the Babbitt family.44
Although the Grand Canyon did not officially receive national park status until 1919, visitors to the area were already common by then. Many
scholars have successfully argued that the growth of tourism fundamentally
shaped the outlines of American culture. Historian John F. Sears, for example, argued in his study of nineteenth-century tourist sites that "tourism
played a powerful role in America's invention of itself as a culture."45 Cultural historian Marguerite S. Shaffer, as well, has discussed how increased
western travel via railroads not only indicated a growth in leisure culture in
the United States but also represented national civic identity.46 The Grand
Canyon quickly became one of the top western attractions along with
Yosemite and Yellowstone national parks.
In addition to the rewards of the increasing numbers of visitors to the
Grand Canyon, the Kolbs found themselves in serious contest with one of
the greatest success stories in the history of western tourism. The Fred Harvey
Company, which owned the EI Tovar hotel, sought to monopolize the tourist industry, forcing the Kolbs to adapt creatively to fierce rivalry in the sale
of canyon photographs. 47 While EI Tovar photographers supplied stiff competition for tourist dollars at the canyon's rim, they also provided the Kolbs
with an effective business model. Unable to dominate the image market
with their sublime views of the canyon and outpace sales at the Hopi House
Indian Market, they turned to the sale of a product they could control-
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imagery of themselves. Eventually, the fight between the powerful Fred
Harvey Company and the small Kolb outfit became legendary, feeding the
Kolbs' image as self-made western men and hardy self-reliant businessmen. 48
As photographers "capturing" the rugged land and riverscapes in and
around the Grand Canyon, the Kolbs represented the changing profession
of the western landscape photographer, whose livelihood was being transformed by the rapid advances of photographic technology and growth of
tourism. Technological advances in transportation, communication, and
industry marked the turn-of-the-century West. By 1911 the "western experience," arduous and dangerous in the nineteenth century, was now tempered by automobile and train travel. Likewise, the comforts of life in the
West included generally secure international borders, electricity, and the
wide circulation of regional newspapers and magazines. Luxury hotels and
lodges housed and fed tourists in style and elegance that equaled standards
found in the European tourist industry. Although all these changes were
significant to the development of Grand Canyon tourism in general, the
photographic technique the Kolbs used in response to the press of modernity on the West was more interesting.
Photographic technology in the early twentieth century differed vastly
from the processes that accompanied pioneer settlers into the West in the
nineteenth century. Instead of the early methods of daguerreotype or wetplate collodion, photographers extensively applied the dry-plate collodion
method by the late nineteenth and early twentiethecentury. In 1891 a journalist reported on the innovation:
The invention of the dry-plate process revolutionized the entire
science of photography, and at once brought into existence an army of
amateurs whose advent at first threatened to ruin the photographers of
the old school though it has really been rather a pecuniary advantage
rather than a detriment to most of them. New subdivisions of labor
have been devised and now instead of carrying on the business in all its
branches, the old-fashioned photographer now devotes himself to a
portion of a single branch-with better pecuniary results to himself. 49
Recalling the older method, Ellsworth called the wet-plate collodion products "wonderful photographs, which for beauty, softness, and detail are not
excelled, and are scarcely equalled by more modern plates and photographic
results."50 Of the modern method, he wrote, "The only great advantage of
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the dry plates was the fact that they could catch the action of the water with
an instantaneous exposure, where the wet plates had to have a long exposure and lost that action."51 As with other photographers across the West, the
Kolbs welcomed technological and methodological advances that could
augment their business.
Along with the welcomed advancements, however, came innovations that
troubled professional photographers. The invention of new roll film put the
camera into the hands of the masses. Identified as "kodakers," the throngs of
people with cameras seriously compromised the professional photographer's
trade. By the 1890S, Americans were purchasing cameras already loaded with
film and were encouraged by the extensive Kodak advertising campaign that
promised, "You press the button, we do the rest."52 George Eastman, founder
of the Eastman Kodak Company, made the camera a do-it-yourself novelty
with the introduction of the "Brownie," a camera simple enough to market
to children. 53 For the tourist and traveler, "Take a Kodak with you" became
the new slogan, and the ramifications for the local western photographic
outfits were many and serious (ill. 17).54 Photographers were put out of business at an alarming rate, and those who did survive adapted by focusing on
increasingly specialized products. Accordingly, the Kolbs specialized in
bound souvenir photo sets, daredevil views that were beyond the amateur's
ability to make, and lectures illustrated by film.

Conclusion
While the tremendous tourist market in the Southwest drove the enormous
regional production of photographs, the Kolbs' particular method of selfrepresentation offered their audiences something unique. Picturing themselves as insiders, they highlighted the fact that they not only photographed
the canyon but lived there as well. Their self-reflective photography created
an anecdotal narrative of their own lives that visually evoked the lineage of
western explorers (photographic and otherwise) who preceded them in the
nineteenth century; but that represented new experiences in that same terrain, which, by the early twentieth century, lay beyond the reach of most
travelers. While the Kolbs underscored their dangerous escapades in a western landscape that seemed untamed and wild, they did so with the full benefit of all the conveniences and improvements that modernity had to offer
in the early decades of the twentieth century. The river-running film became
a core component of their business in a way that their still photographs could
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ILL. 17 "TAKE A KODAK WITH YOU"

(Life, 19 May 19 10 , p. 944)

not, but its continued success was contingent not only on a rapidly changing technology but on the desires of their clients and the cultural ideas
about the place they photographed. Ultimately, the Kolbs' nostalgic identification with previous Colorado River explorers, as well as with pioneer
photographers of a previous generation, reveals the complexities of photographing place and identity in the early twentieth-century Southwest.
Euroamericans at the Grand Canyon, as environmental historian Stephen
J. Pyne states, have "actively shaped the Canyon's meaning, without which
it could hardly exist as a cultural spectacle."55 Unparalleled in the early twentieth century in terms of its vicariousness, the Kolbs' mediation of the Grand
Canyon was a profoundly important addition to the "cultural spectacle" of
the location. During the long tenure ofthe Kolb Studio, where Emery worked
until he died in 1976, tourists continued to revel in the twice-daily reminders of an earlier time at the canyon. Two years after Emery's death, Arizona
governor Bruce E. Babbitt reflected on the Kolbs' enterprise:
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The Kolb brothers and their photography studio were a splendid
anachronism. The Kolb home and studio, a tidy frame house pinned
incongruously under the canyon lip, resembled a scene from an old
wet plate negative.... The lure of the Kolb Studio, then, was not as a
museum of ancient photography. What beckoned was the spirit of the
inhabitants, two ancient mariners who had ventured into the face of
danger, won the contest, and returned to serve as inspiration to others.
Tourists came to see not their photos, but to hear of their personal
exploits, to measure not the photography but the men. 56
By repeatedly conjuring the legacy of explorers and adventuring photographers in the West, the Kolbs and others showed that the profession was a
formidable historical phenomenon in the region and that they were its
archetypal practitioners. Their longtime home/studio still stands as a monument to the brothers and their work, a testament to their successful self·
promotional tactics and continual perpetuation of the idea that "no other
river runners were so uniquely American: average mid-western youths with
no special education, no wealthy sponsors, just endowed with a big idea,
plenty of persistence, naivete and courage."57
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